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# Agency Date
Page, Reference, 

Figure or Category
Comment Response (by sponsor)

e.g. Planning 1-Oct
Figure 1 - Community 
improvements: neighborhood 
Infrastructure

An entire neighborhood park should be delivered for first 1,000 units, as per 
Design Standards & Guidelines 2.24

1 design Can we incorporate the historic shorelines into street design element? E.g. paving 
patterns/ plaques on the sidewalk and streets

2 streets part 3, page 7 What's a shared bike lane? sharrows? shared bike routes? Use industry term or 
define it.

3 Indiana St any proposed improvements along the Indiana intersections?

4 design consider colored crosswalks or crambles as placemaking features (e.g. Santa 
Monica 3rd St promenade)

5 bus
I assume that the bus routes and stop locations have been discussed with SFMTA. 
It looks like the bus needs take multiple left turns to get to the bus stop. Could the 
bus stop be along the east side of Delaware Street and the loop be clockwise?

6 bus Is there only one bus stop proposed on site? Where are the other stops?

7 bus Will the curb space along 23rd Street be also used as a bus terminus, meaning 
buses will lay over there?

8 Principle 5 wiggle to waterfront' - what does it mean? ped? or bike? Or both?

9 Minnesota plaza the example image for the Minnesota plaza at 24th - make sure that this idea has 
not been vette by the City. 
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10 part 3 page 38, This comment might be nitpicky, but the middle image has no trees?

11 shared streets questions: are shared streets private or public streets (i.e. will be accepted by 
DPW)?

12 alleys  alleys - is it possible to make one or two of them only for peds and bikes?

13

14 loading

the loading strategy shows that one or two on-street commercial loading zone to 
be 20' long. It can be too prescriptive without knowing the actual use of the 
adjacent buildings at this stage. Please check in with MTA.  Can we have a more 
systematic approach to passenger and commercial loading strategy - like one per 
block? mariland and delaware

15 bike facilities  concerns about conflicts among PDR loading bay, on-street parking, driveways, 
and bike facilities along Georgia and Mariland 

16 phasing Question about phasing - will all streets be built at once? when does the bus 
service begin?

17 raised crosswalks/ speed raised crosswalks will need to be signed off by SFFD (it requires a different 
approval path than plan checking)

18 shared streets
Maybe not a big deal because the shared street segments are short (200 ft ish) but 
consider make it more less of a straigh line, with neck down, paving patterns or 
other physical elements so that drivers feel like they need to slow down. 

19 speed table on delaware The speed table along Delaware can continue all the way to the corner so that 
people from the bus stop can more safely cross the street to the waterfront? 
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